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raw OpenPaths data



–Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life

However useful this "flattening out" may be, it 
transforms the temporal articulation of places 
into a spatial sequence of points. A graph takes 
the place of an operation. A reversible sign is 
substituted for a practice indissociable from 
particular moments and "opportunities" ... it is 
thus a mark in place of acts, a relic in place of 
performances: it is only their remainder, the sign 
of their erasure.







raw OpenPaths data











1 day of lived time → 1 rotation 
1 rotation at 33⅓ rpm = 1.8 seconds 

365 rotations ~= 11 minutes 





city → musical key 
   place → musical interval 

!

More frequently visited places are mapped to 
more consonant intervals – deviation produces 
outer harmonies



     grid: 2-hrs / 0.15s 
!

voice 1: diurnal pulse 
voice 2: geo-driven melody 

















–Steve Reich, Music as a Gradual Process

What I'm interested in is a compositional 
process and a sounding music that are one 
and the same thing.



–Henri Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis

Musical rhythm ... has an ethical function. In its 
relation to the body, to time, to the work, it 
illustrates real (everyday) life.



–Henri Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis

Through a certain use of time the citizen resists 
the state ... civil, therefore social, time seeks to 
and succeeds in withdrawing itself from linear, 
unirhythmic, measuring/measured state time.











heartrate → bass / pizzicato 
pedaling → cello / arco.......        
breathing → viola / scraping. 

!















 engine RPM → guitar 1, rate 
gas pedal % → guitar 2, rate 
lateral accel.→ sax pitch..... 
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choreography of humans, networks, and urban wildlife. 
!

cyborg listening. machine-assisted listening.  
except not human-machine, but ecosystem-machine. 
!

patience. waiting in theaters of conflict. war-time. 
!

geologic time vs historical time. the long now,  
time compression / expansion. 
!

the data center as temporal architecture. freezing time. 
temporal capacitors. 
!

a rhythm database. rhythm sensors.  
the rhythmanalysis lab: http://rhythmanalysislab.org 
!

https://github.com/brianhouse/braid

https://github.com/brianhouse/braid
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